Exclusive measurements of the reactions pd → 3 He π + π − and pd → 3 He π 0 π 0 have been carried out at Tp = 0.893 GeV at the CELSIUS storage ring using the WASA detector. The π 0 π 0 channel shows a very strong enhancement at low invariant ππ mass -as anticipated from previous inclusive measurements of the ABC effect. The π + π − channel also exhibits such an enhancement, however, much less pronounced, thus raising the question about isospin breaking in this reaction. The differential distributions show this enhancement to be of scalar-isoscalar nature.
Exclusive measurements of the reactions pd → 3 He π + π − and pd → 3 He π 0 π 0 have been carried out at Tp = 0.893 GeV at the CELSIUS storage ring using the WASA detector. The π 0 π 0 channel shows a very strong enhancement at low invariant ππ mass -as anticipated from previous inclusive measurements of the ABC effect. The π + π − channel also exhibits such an enhancement, however, much less pronounced, thus raising the question about isospin breaking in this reaction. The differential distributions show this enhancement to be of scalar-isoscalar nature.
About 40 years ago first measurements onto the double-pionic fusion of protons and deuterons to 3 He particles led to a big surprise. In the momentum spectra of the 3 He particles detected by a magnetic spectrometer Abashian, Booth and Crowe [1] found an intriguing excess of strength close to the ππ threshold. Follow-up measurements of this group suggested this enhancement to be of isoscalar nature, since corresponding measurements on the I=1 π + π 0 channel in pd → 3 HX yielded a much smaller cross section. Hence it has been speculated, whether some unknown isoscalar resonance (like, e.g., the σ meson) could be the origin of the observed enhancement. Later on the effect, meanwhile referred to as ABC effect after the initials of the original authors and interpreted as ∆∆ excitation [2] , was confirmed in much more detailed studies at Saclay [3] , even on other nuclear systems [4] -though in all cases by inclusive single-arm magnetic spectrometer measurements detecting solely the nuclear recoil particle.
The first exclusive measurements of the pd → 3 He π + π − reaction have been carried out recently at CELSIUS [5] very close to threshold and at COSY-MOMO [6] near threshold. Whereas in the first case the very limited statistics does not permit any definite conclusions, the MOMO data clearly show an excess of strength at high invariant π + π − masses M π + π − as compared to phase space distributions. Though this finding near threshold is in contrast to the ABC effect observed at much higher energies, it coincides with that in pp → ppπ + π − [7] , where the close-tothreshold data are in accordance with excitation and decay of the Roper resonance.
In order to shed more light on the nature of the ABC effect we have carried out exclusive measurements of the reactions pd → 3 He π 0 , 3 He π 0 π 0 and 3 He π + π − at T p = 0.893 GeV using the WASA detector [8] with the deuterium pellet target system at the CELSIUS storage ring. The energy chosen corresponds to the one, where the maximum ABC effect has been observed [3] . The detector has nearly full angular coverage for the detection of charged and uncharged particles. The forward detector consists of a straw tracker followed by plastic scintillator quirl and range hodoscopes, whereas the central detector comprises in its inner part a thin-walled superconducting magnet containing a minidrift chamber for tracking and in its outer part a plastic scintillator barrel surrounded by an electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of 1012 CsI (Na) crystals.
3 He particles have been detected in the forward detector. Charged pions and gammas (from π 0 decay) have been detected in the central detector. This way the full four-momenta have been measured for all particles of an event allowing thus kinematic fits with 4 overconstraints in case of π + π − production and 6 overconstraints in case of π 0 π 0 production. Fig. 1 shows the 3D and contour plots of the lab angle versus lab energy of the 3 He particles detected in the forward detector -before kinematic fit and any demand on other particles in the event. Whereas for single π 0 production 3 He o . In Fig. 1 the band for single π 0 production is seen to be well separated from the continuum for ππ production. Also immediately evident is a large accumulation of events near the kinematical limit for ππ production, i.e. in the region corresponding to small invariant ππ masses. Since detector acceptance and efficiency are flat over the corresponding phasespace region in Fig.1 , this feature obviously is in accord with a strong ABC enhancement present in these data. In fact, if we divide Fig. 1 into angular bins, then we obtain spectra which resemble very much those measured at Saclay [3] , however, with the exception that we do not see the additional rise at large missing masses present in the Saclay data. Next we demand that the 3 He particles are accompanied with 2 or 4 gammas from π 0 decay or a π + π − pair registered in the central detector. The completeness of the events is checked by appropriate missing mass conditions. Having now also the four-momenta of the accomponied particles the selected events are overcomplete and kinematical fitting with 4-6 overconstraints can be applied. To obtain further information on the ππ production process we next consider differential observables after correction of the data for acceptance and efficiency. The absolute normalisation of the ππ data is done by normalizing our 3 He π 0 data to those from Saclay measurements [9] at neighboring energies. This gives a total cross section of 2.8 (3) µb for the π 0 π 0 production and 5.1 (5) µb for the π + π − production. Note that the sum of both double-pion production cross sections is considerably larger than the single π 0 production cross section of 2.7 µb ( averaged value from Ref. [9] ) as already apparent from Fig.1 . The strong suppression of single π 0 production is due to the constraint of having all nucleons in the exit channel fused to 3 He. In the free NN system at corresponding energies single π 0 production is larger than π 0 π 0 production by more than an order of magnitude.
As mentioned before we cover the full kinematical range of ππ production only for Θ o as indicated in the Saclay measurements [3] , then our data in fact do contain already the complete information over the full phase space. The numbers quoted above for the total cross sections actually are derived under this assumption. Fig. 2 shows the Dalitz plots of M π 0 π 0 versus M3 He π 0 and M π + π − versus M3 He π + , respectively. In both cases we see a strong enhancement at small ππ masses -particularly pronounced in the π 0 π 0 channel. Fig. 3 displays the differential distributions for the invariant masses M ππ and M3 He π (left for π 0 π 0 , right for π + π − channel) as well as angular distributions for δ ππ , the opening angle between the two pions, ∆φ ππ , the difference of the pion azimuthal angles, and for Θ cm ππ = −Θ cm 3 He -all in the overall cms. In addition Θ ππ π , the pion angular distribution in the ππ subsystem (Jackson frame) is shown both for the full mass region (circles) and for M ππ < 0.34 GeV (squares). The shaded areas in these plots give the pure phase space distributions. Note that for an (unpolarized) three-body reaction there are only 4 independent observables.
As expected from the discussion of Figs. 1 and 2 we see a strong enhancement in M π 0 π 0 at low masses towards threshold. In M π + π − we see such an enhancement, too, however of considerably smaller size. Since low invariant masses belong to ππ pairs with small relative momentum, such pairs move essentially in parallel in lab and overall cms thus having a small opening angle δ ππ → 0 accompanied by small differencies in the azimuthal angles, i.e., ∆φ ππ → 0. As we see in Fig.3 , the low-mass enhancements in M ππ are indeed accompanied by corresponding ones at cos δ ππ → 1 and ∆φ ππ → 0.
The Θ cm 3 He angular dependence is similar to the Saclay results [3] though in detail somewhat flatter. However, at Saclay only the angular dependence of the visible enhancement (ABC peak) in the momentum spectra was looked at. As we can see from Fig. 1 this procedure leads necessarily to the situation that for larger angles only a very restricted M ππ range is available with the consequence that the ABC peak appears broader and broader in the spectra and finally cannot be distinguished any longer from the "background" with the consequence of misidentification at larger angles.
For Θ ππ π we obtain a slightly non-flat angular distribution in the π 0 π 0 channel. Since there pwaves cannot contribute due to Bose symmetry, this signals d-wave contributions in this channel, which through s-d interference give rise to a cos 2 Θ ππ π dependence. The data are in accord with a 7% admixture (amplitude squared) of dwaves. For M ππ < 0.34 GeV, i.e. the region of the enhancement, the Θ ππ π distribution turns out, however, to be flat in accordance with pure s-waves, which means that the enhancement is of scalar nature. The full correlation between M ππ and Θ ππ π is shown in Fig. 4 for the case of the π 0 π 0 system, where the different angular behavior for low and high invariant ππ masses becomes apparent.
Since the initial deuteron has isospin 0, whereas proton and 3 He have isospin 1/2, the reaction acts as an isospin filter and the ππ pair can only be in an I=0 or 1 state -in case of π 0 π 0 even uniquely in I = 0 due to Bose symmetry. From previous pd
, where I ππ = 1 necessarily, the isovector contribution in pd → 3 He π + π − has been deduced to be very small by using isospin relations between both channels. Hence the ABC enhancement has been assigned to be of isoscalar nature. The dis- crepancy between the low-mass distributions for M π 0 π 0 and M π + π − looks, indeed, like a substantial isospin violation in this mass range. In fact, when plotting both distributions on top of each other (and dividing the π + π − cross section by a factor of two in order to account for the trivial isospin factor between both channels), we see ( fig.  5 ) that strength starts to build up towards low masses in M π + π − , but obviously cannot continue in this channel because of the π + π − threshold. Instead, due to the 10 MeV lower π 0 π 0 threshold, we see the strength to continue growing towards smaller masses in the π 0 π 0 channel. So the main discrepancy between both channels may be due to the different thresholds, which in turn arise from In the case of I ππ = 0 and isospin conservation we have σ π + π − = 2σ π 0 π 0 [1] , which is in accord with the values we obtained for the total cross section. An I ππ = 1 contribution in the π + π − channel should show up at large invariant masses since it is correlated with p-waves. The I = 1 contribution deduced from the difference in both channels at large M ππ is given in Fig. 5 , bottom. It amounts to a total I = 1 cross section of roughly 0.3 µb and may possibly be associated with a ρ contribution as indicated by the dotted line. We have not yet discussed possible reasons for the observed low-mass enhancement. Two-step ∆∆ calculations [2] , which were thought to provide an explanation for the ABC effect, give a double-hump structure in M ππ , which obviously is not supported any longer by the new exclusively measured data -not to mention the obvious isospin breaking in the two channels. A doublehump structure in M ππ seems to be an important feature of ∆∆ excitations, since to our knowledge all calculations to this issue -be it for bound [10] or unbound [11] nuclear systems in the final state -predict such a behavior. Also the small but systematic shift between the ∆ excitations seen in 
2 . The dotted line indicates the tail of the ρ resonance fitted to the data. the M3 He π − and M3 He π + spectra, which hints towards unequal exitation of the two ∆ states, is not in favor of the ∆∆ model, which needs both ∆ to be excited equally.
From the M ππ spectra in Fig. 3 we note that the low-mass enhancement relative to phase space (which describes the high mass region quite well) is roughly twice as strong in the π 0 π 0 channel as in the π + π − channel. An idea which has been put forward already in the first papers [1] on the ABC effect and which again has been brought up recently in connection with the observation of a similar enhancement in pp → ppππ [12] , is the possibility of having Bose-Einstein correlations in the π 0 π 0 channel. This scenario would provide an maximum enhancement of a factor of two for the π 0 π 0 channel relative to the π + π − channel at low M ππ masses -as we indeed observe -, however, in this scenario the two pions need to be emitted stochastically by independent sources -a situation, which is hard to envisage in our case.
Another presumably more realistic explanation for the increased enhancement in the π 0 π 0 channel could come from chiral dynamics, according to which pion loops play the dominant role in ππ production giving rise to a dynamically generated σ meson by ππ rescattering. This scenario has been shown to describe pp → ppππ quantitatively at energies near threshold [13] . In these calculations the NN collision process gives rise to virtual ππ loops, which decay into π + π − and π 0 π 0 channels. In this scenario it looks plausible, that at energies between the π 0 π 0 and the π + π − threshold preformed π + π − loops can only decay into the π 0 π 0 channel via double charge exchange leading to an enhancement in the π 0 π 0 cross section there -similar to what has been predicted [14] [15] and confirmed experimentally [16] for the process γp → pπ 0 π 0 . Though this scenario can possibly account for the additional enhancement in the π 0 π 0 channel, it cannot explain, why we observe so much strength at all at low masses in the σ channel. One possibility might be chiral restoration [17] [18] or other dynamic [15] effects in the nuclear medium as observed, e.g., in πA → ππX [19] [20] and γA → ππX [21] reactions. Yet another possibility would be a resonance-like phenomenon near ππ threshold, which -since not observed in reactions on a single nucleon -would need to be associated with the NN system. Such a phenomenon has been noted, e.g., in Ref. [22] .
Summarizing, the first exclusive data on pd → 3 He π 0 π 0 and pd → 3 He π + π − in the ABC region reveal a strong enhancement in the low M ππ region -in the π 0 π 0 channel being much larger than in the π + π − channel. From the data we see that this enhancement is of scalar-isoscalar nature. The apparent isospin breaking may possibly be associated with that present already in the pion masses and understood as a dynamical breaking due to ππ loops. The reason for the low-mass enhancement appears still to be an unsettled problem. Ideas presented include medium effects or some unknown phenomenon associated with the NN-system -or possibly a ∆∆ mechanism substantially different from what has been calculated so far.
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